
RAGE YOGA
by Sheryl Kayne

WARNING: RAGE Yoga classes, products, and events include X-rated language 
possibly offensive to some and inappropriate for children. 

This is slightly embarrassing; however, you might find it as helpful as I do. Rather than showing my anger in an inappropriate 
way or by swallowing it all up and harming myself forever, I sing “Let it Go!” Yep, the theme song from “Frozen.” If possible, I sing 
it aloud while dancing around in a circle. Whew! It works, replacing bad vibes with positive vibrations.  

However, I found something else that sounds like it should only be done in private but is actually becoming very popular in 
classes and large groups. While working on a book, titled 150 Different Kinds of Yoga, I found Rage Yoga, the truly adult way to 
handle mature frustrations. The directions are easy to follow: Swear and drink beer while attempting yoga moves. 

Rage Yoga recognizes that the super serene and calm approach to yoga does not work for everyone. With Rage Yoga, cursing, 
hysterical laughter, and hip hopping along with very loud music are definitely the key to unraveling asanas. Everyone is encouraged 
to contribute and to release pent up anger through creative venting and articulation. Rage Yoga has been called “the road less 
traveled to enlightenment.” 

Besides creating your own, private class in a closet or bathroom, there are a number of ways to enjoy raging while yogaing 
with a group. If you happen to be in Canada, there’s Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday nights held in Dickens Pub, 1000 9 Ave 
SW, Calgary, Alberta T2P 2Y6, Canada Laid-back, pub, grub, and entertainment ranging from local bands to video-game events 
and Rage; dickenspub.ca. Classes are also available online.  

Lindsay Istace, Instructor, (www.RageYoga.com) (X-rated language might be offensive to some and inappropriate for children) 
shares her story about how she actually created this new, yet badly needed, approach to yoga:  “When a long-term relationship 
of mine fell apart, I was not doing OK, and my practice got me through. I joked about my ‘rage practice’ and somebody said they 
could see me teaching Rage Yoga. I pitched it at a festival and it went over really well—people said they needed the emotional 
release and the less serious approach to yoga. It continues to heal my soul and the classes have been filled right from the get-go, 
demonstrating both the need and interest.

It’s all the rage: Get fit and let loose with Rage Yoga.  There are live classes to choose from and online courses. There’s an 
annual Rage Yoga Retreat in gloriously magnificent locations. Sign up for Lindsay’s newsletter to receive a free video or keep up 
with her blog.  For Adults: Rage Yoga might be a great way to vent, in every language, whenever needed.  Or you can always try 
dancing and singing, “Let It Go!” 
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